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ABSTRACT 

The aim is to determine - relating to a given forming process - the optimal material (undeformed) 
configuration of a workpiece when knowing the target spatial (deformed) configuration. Therefore, the 
nodal positions of a discretized setting based on the finite element method (FEM) are the discrete 
free parameters of the form finding problem.  
A new algorithm, which is purely based on the nodal data of each iteration, is proposed in [1] to 
determine the discretized optimal material configuration. Benchmark comparison with existing 
parameter-based optimization algorithms showed highly promising convergence results. As a further 
benefit, the approach is also applicable to contact and frictional problems. Therefore, the iterative 
strategy can be coupled in a non-invasive fashion via subroutines with arbitrary external FEM software. 
Consequently, the user has not to struggle with the underlying optimization theory and can perform the 
preprocessing, the solving and the postprocessing within his habitual software. 
The determination of an optimum workpiece design is of great interest especially for metal forming 
applications. For example, within manufacturing a geared functional component [2] the novel 
algorithm determined the optimal geometry of the workpiece preform to achieve a better tooth filling 
after a combined deep drawing and upsetting process, see Fig. 1. Thereby, the identification of material 
and friction parameters and corresponding forming experiments have been performed within the 
collaborative research project SFB TR73.  
New developments regarding the novel optimization algorithm and an application to a notch stamping 
process will be presented at the conference. As a special feature, h-adaptive mesh refinement is 
considered within the iteratively performed forming simulation. 
 

 
Figure 1: The novel algorithm determined the optimal workpiece preform for a better tooth filling after 
the combined process of deep drawing and upsetting to form a geared component 
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